The evaluation of urban sustainability plays a crucial role in the process of the sustainable development of cities. To decrease subjectivity and attain a comprehensive evaluation, this paper develops an evaluation method using the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS). First, an evaluation index system including 39 indices and three categories (economic, social, and ecological development) is established; second, based on the index system, a modified TOPSIS, in which the entropy method is used to assign weights to each index according to its evaluation score and grey relation analysis is used to reduce the uncertainty existing in the process of evaluation, is presented to rank the sustainability level of cities. Finally, an example with the sustainability evaluation of 16 cities in the Anhui province of China is introduced to verify the effectiveness of the model.
Introduction
The development of human society is facing many challenges, including an exploding population, inadequate or failing infrastructure, inequalities among regional economies, resource shortages, and environmental disruptions [1, 2] . These problems have become vital factors restricting the progress and development of human society. To attain the coordinated development of economic, social, resource, and environmental protection, sustainable development was first proposed in the World Conservation Strategy, which was jointly published by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) in 1980 [3] . Then, many definitions of sustainable development appeared, and the most popular definition was provided by the Brundtland Report in 1987: "Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". [4] . Sustainable development is also a process in which resource utilization, investment orientation, technological development, and policy changes are coordinated in order to continuously promote the potential to meet human needs both now and in the future [1] . In this process, development is the core, but it requires economic and social development under strict control of population, the improvement of population quality, the protection of the environment, and the sustainable utilization of resources.
As a carrier of human habitation, the city is closely related to people's daily life. Currently, more than 50% of the world's population lives in cities [5] . Moreover, cities in the developing world will account for 95% of urban growth and be home to almost 4 billion people by 2030 [6] . In addition, the world population is projected to be 70% urban by 2050 [7] . Thus, as the main constituent of nations and the world, cities play an important role in promoting human social and economic activities in a concentrated manner [6] , and its sustainable construction is the key of nations' and the world's sustainable development [8] . In September 2015, the UN adopted 17 sustainable development goals. Among them, Goal 11 is "to build an inclusive, safe, and resilient sustainable city and human settlements" [9] . It can be seen that in the context of the rapid development of urbanization, urban sustainable development has become the focus in various countries and regions of the world.
Sustainability is a series of conditions or ideal statuses, which is the goal of sustainable development [10] . As one extension of sustainability, urban sustainability is the conditions or ideal status of a particular period in the process of urban sustainable development, and it involves economic, social, and environmental aspects [11, 12] . In the process of urban sustainable construction, the stakeholders and policy-makers need to resort evaluation indices and method to assess the status of urban sustainable development and allow for comparison against other cities, then make them recognize the strengths and weaknesses of urban development from perspectives of society, economics, and environment after one period, which supports them to make the development planning and correct policy interventions to guarantee the goal of urban sustainable development [13] [14] [15] . Therefore, the evaluation of urban sustainability is one crucial step and plays a key role in the process of urban sustainable development. In theory and practice, the evaluation of urban sustainability has also drawn significant attention and has been extensively studied [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . However, among these studies, most of indices are repetitive in the classification of the index system of urban sustainability. In addition, when using a mathematical model for evaluation, only some certain dimensions are considered rather than considering the comprehensiveness of the influencing factors. Moreover, the current research is still insufficient for the evaluation of urban sustainability using multi-attribute decision-making methods, and many evaluation methods have certain limitations. For example, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is influenced by subjective factors, and elimination et choix tradulsant la realitite (ELECTRE) and preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluation (PROMETHEE) do not need the process of nondimensionalization, which often leads to the lack of information and results. In this paper, we use the objective data of the statistical yearbook and an improved approach to determine the index weight and evaluate urban sustainability, which can reduce subjectivity as much as possible in the evaluation process.
In this paper, we are committed to exploring a way to objectively evaluate urban sustainability. We first conduct a literature review about the definition and the evaluation approach of urban sustainability in Section 2. Section 3 constructs an evaluation index system about urban sustainability. In Section 4, we introduce the approach of evaluating urban sustainability. Section 5 uses the evaluation approach for a case study of the Anhui Province in China. Conclusions and further studies are drawn in Section 6.
Literature Review

The Definition of Urban Sustainability
Based on the Brundtland Report, many scholars have given an improved interpretation of sustainability to elaborate on the relation between nature and humans and their generation [30] [31] [32] ; however, the definition of urban sustainability is still vague, and sustainability at the urban level has special characteristics [33] . The concept of sustainability has a significant influence on planning and policy at the local level [9] . Therefore, the definition of urban sustainability is important for the sustainable evaluation.
Urban development relies on the external environment for its resource inputs, and it also needs to export waste to the external environment [34] . Thus, Daly and Cobb [17] define urban sustainability from four aspects: (1) The environmental impact of urban industrial development and human activities should be less than the environmental carrying capacity of the city; (2) the consumption rate of renewable resources in social production and human activities should be less than the rate of regeneration; (3) the discharge amount and rate of all kinds of wastes in social production and human activities should be within the scope of the urban environmental self-purification capacity; and (4) the consumption rate of nonrenewable resources in social production and human activities should be less than that of other renewable resources. Based on the definition of sustainability, Hamilton et al. [18] propose that urban sustainability is "the process of developing a built environment that meets people's needs whilst avoiding unacceptable social or environmental impacts". Chi et al. [19] state that a sustainable city is one that relates its use of resources and its generation and disposal of wastes to the limits imposed on such activities by the planet and its organisms. Zhou et al. [20] consider that a sustainable city is a complicated engineering system that involves many responsible departments assuming various functions, such as political, economic, environmental, cultural, and others. Mori and Yamashita [5] state that city sustainability denotes the maximization of economic and social net benefits under the limitations of environmental burdens and within the acceptable limits of economic and social inequity. Tursun et al. [8] consider that urban sustainability is based on social sustainability, economic sustainability, and environmental sustainability. Social sustainability is the goal, environmental sustainability is the foundation, and economic sustainability is the condition. In addition, Li et al. [35] propose that the essence of urban sustainability is the necessary conditions for a series of cities, an idealized urban state, and the development goal of most cities. Wu [21] considers that sustainability is an adaptive process of facilitating and maintaining a virtual cycle between ecosystem services and human wellbeing through concerted ecological, economic, and social actions in response to changes within and beyond the urban landscape. Based on the concept of the triple bottom line, some four-dimensional frameworks were proposed, such as "society-economy-environment-institution" and "ecology-economy-politics-culture" [36, 37] .
Previous studies on the concept of urban sustainability have shown that urban sustainability has some evident characteristics. First, urban sustainability covers social, economic, and ecological factors, and the corresponding subsystems interact with each other. Second, urban sustainability includes the relationship between the city and the external environment. The external environment is a set of external factors (the factors are not inside the urban system and uncontrolled) of urban system, which encompasses national policies, migrant population, the level and development trend of science and technology, and the sustainability of surrounding areas and even the world, and has a compressive impact on the city's sustainability. Third, a sustainable city is one that succeeds in balancing economic, environmental and sociocultural progress through processes of active citizen participation. These characteristics of urban sustainability indicate that the three subsystems should be coordinated and balanced with each other, thus achieving the stabilization and improvement of the urban system in the process of urban sustainable development. Thus, we can conclude that the conception of urban sustainability is as follows; the state that enables the urban composite system to continuously develop in a balanced, stable, and coordinated direction with comprehensive consideration of the social, economic, and ecological factors.
The Evaluation of Urban Sustainability
Various frameworks and tools have been developed to address the evaluation of urban sustainability, such as the Comprehensive Assessment System for Building Environmental Efficiency (CASBEE), the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), and the British Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) [38, 39] . Although these tools have been applied in some developed and developing countries their applicability is questioned. To be in line with the local context, scholars have conducted many studies on the evaluation index system and evaluation method, which are two key issues of urban sustainability evaluation. As for the evaluation index system for urban sustainability, Huang et al. [40] discuss the ecological economic dimensions of urban sustainability, and 80 indices are selected through the participation of nongovernmental organizations, which can be used as policy-making indices for measuring Taipei's urban sustainability. Kerk and Manuel [41] propose a highly aggregated sustainability index, the Sustainable Society Index (SSI), which integrates the most important aspects of the sustainability and life quality in a simple and transparent way. It consists of only 22 indices that are grouped into five categories. Ding et al. [42] propose an inclusive, causal framework for sustainable development assessments entitled the "Trinity of Cities' Sustainability from Spatial, Logical, and Time Dimensions" (TCS-SLTD). Shen et al. [43] selected five different sets of indices and form a list named the international urban sustainability indices, which is used to develop a comparative basis for analyzing how different practices comply with its environmental, economic, social, and governance indices. In addition, some other indices are proposed, such as Genuine Savings (GS), the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI), Sustainable Transportation Indicators (STI), and so forth [44] [45] [46] . These system indices include three dimensions (the economy, society, and ecology) of urban sustainability, but some other indices only consider one or two dimensions. For example, the Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) and the Environmental Performance Index (EPI) are the indices that only consider social and ecological dimensions. They were developed by Columbia University and Yale University in 2005 and 2006, respectively [47] [48] [49] . The ESI aggregates 76 variables into 21 indices, resulting in five categories. The EPI comprises six categories (Environmental Health, Biodiversity and Habitat, Sustainable Energy, Water Resources, Air Quality, and Productive Resource Management), which are derived from 16 indices. The Ecological Footprint (EF) proposed by Rees focuses on ecological sustainability by using area-based indicators with the aim to make the city operate within its carrying capacity [50] . However, this method has some obvious disadvantages. It ignores the sustainability of social and economic systems, and it does not consider the impacts of external factors on the urban system. In addition, most carrying capacity evaluation methods assume that the supply of urban resources does not change, but in fact human activities will have a certain impact on the supply of resources, which is likely to lead to erroneous results.
Extensive research has been conducted for the evaluation method of urban sustainability based on an index system. For example, Rajaonson and Tanguay [51] apply the linear aggregation and the Borda rule to estimate the overall sustainability score of 25 cities in Quebec. Li et al. [13] developed a Full Permutation Polygon Synthetic Indicator method to evaluate the capacity for urban sustainable development at different times during the next two decades. Haghshenas et al. [52] analyzed the environmental, economic, and social sustainability of urban transportation to investigate the impact of various transportation policies using system dynamics. Hély et al. [53] applied fuzzy logic for evaluating the value of each indicator, and arithmetic and geometric means for aggregated assessment of sustainability from economic, social, and environmental spheres. Mahmoud et al. [39] developed a globally sustainability rating tool for existing building based on a fuzzy multicriteria decision-making method. Ameen and Mourshed [38] took Iraq as a case study and developed a stakeholder-driven structured methodology, which identifies and ranks context-relevant indicators and assigns weights for aggregating indicator scores by applying analytic hierarchy process.
Among these evaluation methods, multicriteria decision methods (MCDMs) have been demonstrated as effective indicator system evaluation methods in the literature [38, [54] [55] [56] . The most commonly used MCDM methods are the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), ELECTRE, PROMETHEE, and NAIADE [56] [57] [58] [59] . MCDMs can make evaluation process become inter-/multidisciplinary (with respect to the research team), participatory (with respect to the local community), and transparent (since all criteria are presented in their original form without any transformations in money, energy, or another common measurement method), which accomplishes not only the sustainability evaluation of one city, but also the comparison of development level among different cities. In addition, it is also appropriate to evaluate the performance of sustainability policies. However, the interactions of different cities and of different subsystems in one city subsystems can reduce the accuracy of MCDMs in comparison of sustainability level among different cities. Therefore, we need another method to measure and compare the sustainability of different cities. In this paper, we use the technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) with grey relational analysis. TOPSIS can obtain the positive and the negative ideal solutions of urban sustainability through the data of each city's indicators, and these ideal solutions provide a standard for the comparison of the sustainable development level of each city. By comparing the degree of differentiation between the ideal solutions and the data of cities, the disparity in the urban sustainability can be acquired. Then, the related agents have certain cognition of the sustainable development statuses of cities, which allows them to further understand the strengths and weaknesses of urban sustainable development. Grey relational analysis is a quantitative method to analyze the correlation degree among various factors in the grey system, and it is helpful to reducing the subjectivity that is generated in the process of setting the criteria. Therefore, TOPSIS combined with grey relational analysis can effectively evaluate the differentiation of the sustainable development levels among cities.
Urban Sustainability Evaluation Index System
Urban sustainability needs to be evaluated using an all-directional and multiangled approach. From the definition of urban sustainability, this all-directional and multiangled evaluation can assess and monitor the sustainable development level of economy, society, and ecology, then help to prompt continuous, stable, and balanced development of cities. Therefore, one effective urban sustainability evaluation index system should be constructed considering these factors and complying with certain principles so that the evaluation index system is complete, simple, and accurate. For example, the evaluation indices reflect the current situation and future development trends; focus on human activities; and are typical, recapitulative, and accurately defined.
Based on the literature [23, 37, 60] , this paper builds one evaluation index system for urban sustainability and it is shown in Table 1 . This system contains 39 indices, and they are divided into three parts: economic indices, social indices, and ecological indices, which are marked as EC, SC, and EL, respectively. In Table 1 , the natural growth rate of the population, population density, urban Engel coefficient, rural Engel coefficient, urban unemployment rate, number of criminal cases, total amount of industrial waste gas discharge, total amount of industrial wastewater discharge, yield of industrial solid waste, and urban sewage discharge are cost indices (these indices are expected as small as possible, a smaller value denotes the sustainability level of cities is higher), and the rest are benefit indices (these indices are expected as large as possible, a larger value denotes the sustainability level of cities is higher). Economic increment GDP growth rate (%) EC9 Growth rate of total investments with respect to fixed assets (%) EC10 Growth rate of consumer goods' retail sales (%) EC11 Growth rate of the Total import and export volume (%) EC12 Table 1 . Cont. Green coverage rate of built-up areas (%) EL38 Comprehensive utilization rate of industrial solid wastes (%) EL39
Dimension
Economic Indices
Economic indices reflect the economic development of the city, which can be measured from the quantity, quality, and efficiency of economic development. In terms of economic development quantity, GDP, investments in fixed assets, the retail sales of consumer goods, and the total import and export volume can be used to reflect the economic scale and economic strength of a city. In terms of economic development quality, GDP per capita, the disposable income of urban residents per capita, the disposable income of rural residents per capita, and the output value of high-tech industries are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the economic structure and development mode. The economic increment is used to analyze the growth rate of aggregate data from the perspective of efficiency and to evaluate the economic development potential of cities, including the GDP growth rate, the growth rate of total investments for fixed assets, the growth rate of consumer goods' retail sales, and the growth rate of the total import and export volume.
Social Indices
The social system largely reflects the status and the quality of life, science, education, and culture of the entire city. Philosophically, people are the sum of their social relations, and the relationship between people forms the framework of the social system. Therefore, the establishment of social indices should focus on people. The population indices reflect the growth and scale of the urban population and the population capacity, including the natural growth rate of the population and population density. Urban construction is closely related to human activities. For sustainable development, such indices need to reflect peoples' suitability, comfort, and contributions to optimizing the industrial structure in urban activities, and the indices include the urban Engel coefficient, the rural Engel coefficient, the urban unemployment rate, the percentage of urban residents with basic medical insurance, the number of practicing physicians per 10,000 people, and the number of criminal cases. The science, education, and culture indices can reflect the current educational level and cultural atmosphere of the city and evaluate the city's innovative potential and future development trends, including the numbers of library collections and patent applications per million people, education years per capita, and the number of graduates from ordinary colleges and universities.
Ecological Indices
The ecosystem presents the urban ecological level and the living environment under the influence of the economic and social system; it is a vital factor of urban sustainability as well.
The evaluation of ecosystems includes three parts: natural resources, environmental pollution, and ecological construction. Natural resources are the material and spatial basis for human survival and development. Such indices reflect the current environmental basic status of urban system, the available quantity of natural resources has important impacts on the sustainable development of the city at present and even in the future. The indices include water resources per capita, agricultural land area, and the forest coverage rate. Environmental pollution reflects the negative impacts of social and economic systems on the ecosystem. It is a critical factor that blocks the sustainable development. The indices include the total amount of industrial waste gas discharge, the total amount of industrial waste water discharge, the amount of industrial solid waste, urban sewage discharge, and the proportion of air quality equal to and better than level II. Ecological construction aims to reduce pollution to the ecosystem and maintain the sustainability of the urban system, and thus it reflects the improvement measures of the ecosystem. These indices include the treatment rate of industrial effluents, the financial expenditures on energy conservation and environmental protection, the green coverage rate of built-up areas, and the comprehensive utilization rate of industrial solid wastes.
The established index system covers the demands and objectives of urban sustainable development in terms of economy, society, and ecology. In this paper, considering the characteristics of the established evaluation system, the TOPSIS based on grey relational analysis is used to evaluate urban sustainability.
The Evaluation Method of TOPSIS Based on Grey Relational Analysis
The evaluation of urban sustainability depends on the established evaluation indices and the corresponding data derived from the statistical yearbooks of each city. However, due to the subjectivity of decision-makers and objective reasons such as the imperfections in the data in the statistical yearbook, there is a certain degree of uncertainty in the evaluation process, which affects the evaluation accuracy of urban sustainability.
In view of the uncertainty existing in the system, an improved TOPSIS, in which the entropy method is used to assign weights to each index based on its evaluation score and the grey relation analysis is used to reduce the uncertainty, is applied to assess the numerical values. This improved method can enhance the objectivity of the evaluation, and the specific evaluation process is shown in Figure 1 
The Index Weight Determining Method-Entropy Method
Information entropy can measure the amount of useful information with the data provided. It is an objective way for weight determination when several interrelated objects are evaluated at the same time [61] . In our paper, we need to evaluate the sustainability of multiple cities, and there is close relation among cities. Hence, we choose this method to determine the weight of indices.
The specific steps of this method are as follows.
Step 1: This evaluation system has n indices 
Step 2: Standardize the decision matrix ( ) ij m n A a × = according to the 0-1 transformation, and get the standardized matrix ( )
Benefit indices min max min max min 1 max min 
Step 1: This evaluation system has n indices (G 1, , G 2, , · · · , G n ) and m cities (A 1, , A 2, , · · · , A m ). Let A = (a ij ) m×n be the decision matrix and a ij (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n) be the index value.
Step 2 Step 3: Normalization process. Let Y = (y ij ) m×n be the normalized matrix.
Step 4: Calculate the entropy value E j of each index.
When y ij = 0, y ij ln y ij = 0.
Step 5: Calculate the coefficient of variation h j of each index. For one index, the larger that the coefficient of variation h, the smaller that E j , the greater the impact of the index on urban sustainability, and the larger the corresponding weight coefficient. Conversely, the smaller that the coefficient of variation h, the larger that E j , the lower the impact of the index, and the smaller the weight coefficient [35] . The formula for calculating the coefficient of variation h j is as follows.
Step 6: Determine the weight vector ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω j , . . . , ω n ), where ω j is determined as follows.
TOPSIS Incorporating Grey Relational Analysis
The basic idea of TOPSIS incorporating grey relational analysis is as follows. First, one determines the positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution of urban sustainability through the traditional TOPSIS. Then, one uses the grey relational analysis to compare the scores of the evaluation indices of each city with the positive and negative ideal solutions, respectively. Third, the grey relational degree between cities is determined. According to this result, the sustainability of each city is ranked. The specific steps are as follows.
Step 1: Standardize the decision matrix A = (a ij ) m×n in Equation (1) to obtain a standardized matrix X = (x ij ) m×n , where x ij is as follows.
Step 2: Multiply the weight vector ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω j , . . . , ω n ) obtained in Equation (6) by the standardization matrix X = (x ij ) m×n to obtain a weighted standardization matrix as follows.
Step 3: Determine the positive ideal solution r + and the negative ideal solution r − as follows.
where J + is the set of benefit indices and J − is the set of cost indices. The positive ideal solution is the best plan that is a fictitious plan constructed by Equation (10); it means a fictitious city whose sustainability is the best. The negative ideal solution is the worst plan that is a fictitious plan constructed by Equation (11); it means a fictitious city whose sustainability is the worst.
Step 4: Calculate the distance between each city and the positive ideal solution l + i and its negative ideal solution l − i as follows.
where, l
indicates that the city is closer to the positive (negative) ideal solution; the sustainability level of the city is higher (lower).
Step 5: Calculate the grey relational coefficient between the index j of city i and the positive and negative ideal solutions as follows.
The grey relational coefficient with the positive ideal solution is calculated as
The grey relational coefficient with the negative ideal solution is calculated as
Here, ξ is the distinguishing coefficient, ξ ∈ [0, 1]. ξ = 0.5 is normally applied following the rule of least information [62] . Then, the grey relational coefficient matrices Q + = (q Step 6: Calculate the grey relational degree between city i and the positive and negative ideal solutions. The grey relational degree with the positive ideal solution is
The grey relational degree with the negative ideal solution is
Step 7: Perform dimensionless processing of the distances l + i and l − i , the grey relational degrees q i + and q i − .
is the dimensionless indicator of the Euclidean distance l
indicates that the city is closer to the positive (negative) ideal solution, the sustainability level of the city is higher (lower). Similarly, a higher Q + i (Q − i ) has the same meaning.
Step 8: Integrate the results of the dimensionless distance and the dimensionless grey relational degree. S
where
) denotes the comprehensive relation between city A i and the positive (negative) ideal solution. α + β = 1, α > 0, β > 0. α and β represent the evaluator's preference for the curve position and shape, respectively.
Step 9: Calculate the relative closeness c
A higher relative closeness c + i implies that city A i is closer to the positive ideal solution and farther away the negative ideal solution. It means that the sustainability level of A i is higher. In addition, each city can be compared with the ideal solutions to acquire its relative closeness, so this indicator can be used to rank the sustainability level of cities.
Step 10: Rank the results according to the relative closeness c + i . The larger c + i , the closer it is to the positive ideal solution, and the higher the sustainability level of the city.
Application Research
In this section, 16 cities in Anhui Province are taken as examples to conduct an urban sustainability evaluation and to further confirm the effectiveness of the evaluation method based on the "economic-social-ecological" framework. Based on various indices' data of each city, the current situation of urban sustainable development in Anhui province is studied, which can provide a reference for the sustainable construction of each city. The urban distribution is shown in Figure 2 . 
Statistics of the Evaluation Indices of Cities in Anhui Province
The 
Numeral Calculations
The sustainability of the 16 cities in Anhui province is evaluated using the mathematical model established in this paper.
Calculating the Weight of Each Index
According to Equations (1)- (4), the decision matrix A is established, standardized, and normalized, and then the entropy value E j and weight ω j of each index are calculated by using Equations (5)- (7). The specific calculation results are shown in Table 4 . 
Calculating the Positive and Negative Ideal Solutions
According to Equations (8) and (9), the decision matrix A is standardized and weighted, then the positive and negative ideal solutions of each index are calculated by using Equations (10) and (11). The results are shown in Table 5 . (12), (13), (18) and (19), the distance between the sustainability of each city and the positive (negative) ideal solution are calculated and nondimensionalized. The results are shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Distance between the sustainability of each city and the positive and negative ideal solutions. 
Calculating the Grey Relational Degree of Each City
Based on the data in Table 5 , one calculates the grey relational degree of each city according to Equations (14)- (17), and then nondimensionalizes them using Equations (20) and (21) . The results are shown in Table 7 . Tables 6 and 7 , S i + and S i − are obtained according to Equations (22) and (23), then the relative closeness of each city is calculated using Equations (24), and the sustainability level of each city can be ranked. The results are shown in Table 8 . Figure 3 is drawn according to the results in Table 8 . It intuitively shows the sustainability level of each city in Anhui province. From a city perspective, Hefei has the highest scores in Anhui province, namely, the city has the highest sustainability level. The sustainability level is the second highest in Wuhu and the lowest in Huainan. From a regional perspective, the urban sustainability level in the north of Anhui is clearly lower than that in the southern and central regions of Anhui. This result is consistent with the urban development of Anhui province. Hefei is the capital city of Anhui province, a large amount of funds have been invested in developing the city's economic, social, and ecological constructions and great achievements were made in the recent years, so it is substantially better than other cities in reality. As a coal resource-based city, the economic and social developments of Huainan are slow and its ecological damage is more serious than other cities, so its sustainability level is the lowest.
Comparative Analysis
Next, the numerical calculations and comparative analysis are carried out from economy, society, and ecology.
social, and ecological constructions and great achievements were made in the recent years, so it is substantially better than other cities in reality. As a coal resource-based city, the economic and social developments of Huainan are slow and its ecological damage is more serious than other cities, so its sustainability level is the lowest. Next, the numerical calculations and comparative analysis are carried out from economy, society, and ecology. Figure 4 shows the economic dimensional index data of each city. In the economic dimension, Hefei City, as the only second-tier city in Anhui province, has a significantly higher economic level than other cities, and the overall economic level of the northern cities of Anhui is obviously less than that of the southern and central cities. By comparing the various economic development indices, we can find that it is necessary to improve the overall economic level in order to enhance the urban sustainability, and economic growth should maintain steady. If growth is too fast, the quality of economic development is difficult to guarantee. On the other hand, if growth is too slow it will limit the urban sustainable development. For economically developed cities, such as Hefei and Wuhu, the policy-maker should aim to accomplish the optimization of urban industrial structure and moderate economic growth. In the future, the policy-maker should increase the investment in emerging industries, such as the industries of new-energy vehicles, robotics, modern agriculture machinery equipment, and so on; apply technological innovation for driving industrial upgrading; and accelerate the development of the tertiary industry and modern agriculture. Figure 4 shows the economic dimensional index data of each city. In the economic dimension, Hefei City, as the only second-tier city in Anhui province, has a significantly higher economic level than other cities, and the overall economic level of the northern cities of Anhui is obviously less than that of the southern and central cities. By comparing the various economic development indices, we can find that it is necessary to improve the overall economic level in order to enhance the urban sustainability, and economic growth should maintain steady. If growth is too fast, the quality of economic development is difficult to guarantee. On the other hand, if growth is too slow it will limit the urban sustainable development. For economically developed cities, such as Hefei and Wuhu, the policy-maker should aim to accomplish the optimization of urban industrial structure and moderate economic growth. In the future, the policy-maker should increase the investment in emerging industries, such as the industries of new-energy vehicles, robotics, modern agriculture machinery equipment, and so on; apply technological innovation for driving industrial upgrading; and accelerate the development of the tertiary industry and modern agriculture. Figure 5 shows the urban sustainability level from the social dimension. It indicates that the social indices of central cities and their surrounding cities are higher than those of other cities. Comparing the various social indices, we find that urban development should focus on the improvement of the industrial structure, scientific regulation, and active market intervention, which can promote employment and improve the life quality of residents. Furthermore, when the city is Figure 5 shows the urban sustainability level from the social dimension. It indicates that the social indices of central cities and their surrounding cities are higher than those of other cities. Comparing the various social indices, we find that urban development should focus on the improvement of the industrial structure, scientific regulation, and active market intervention, which can promote employment and improve the life quality of residents. Furthermore, when the city is developing, it is also necessary to strengthen the city's security measures and legal system, cultivate residents' legal awareness, and enhance urban security. Cities with insufficient scientific and educational indices should strengthen their construction of urban innovation capabilities, and pay more attention to the popularization of basic cultural education and university construction. Anhui is an undeveloped and densely populated province; therefore, its social development is slow. Although the social development levels of Hefei city and Wuhu city are higher than other cities, they are lower than many cities in other provinces. Therefore, policy-makers need to develop measures to enhance population quality, improve urban life quality, and social welfare. In addition, more investment in education and culture should be taken in the future, especially in the northern cities of Anhui province. Figure 5 shows the urban sustainability level from the social dimension. It indicates that the social indices of central cities and their surrounding cities are higher than those of other cities. Comparing the various social indices, we find that urban development should focus on the improvement of the industrial structure, scientific regulation, and active market intervention, which can promote employment and improve the life quality of residents. Furthermore, when the city is developing, it is also necessary to strengthen the city's security measures and legal system, cultivate residents' legal awareness, and enhance urban security. Cities with insufficient scientific and educational indices should strengthen their construction of urban innovation capabilities, and pay more attention to the popularization of basic cultural education and university construction. Anhui is an undeveloped and densely populated province; therefore, its social development is slow. Although the social development levels of Hefei city and Wuhu city are higher than other cities, they are lower than many cities in other provinces. Therefore, policy-makers need to develop measures to enhance population quality, improve urban life quality, and social welfare. In addition, more investment in education and culture should be taken in the future, especially in the northern cities of Anhui province. Figure 6 shows the evaluation results of the ecological indices. It is known that Huangshan, as a national 5A-level tourist scenic spot with world cultural and natural heritage, has a leading position among the cities of Anhui province in terms of ecological indices. Moreover, the ecological sustainability levels of the cities in the mountainous areas of southern Anhui are obviously higher than those of other cities. Most southern cities are ecotourism cities: they possess many rich tourism resources so they can focus their tertiary industry around tourism. In addition, tourism needs the support of hotel industry, catering industry, and transportation. Therefore, the stakeholders also need to accelerate the coordinated development of related industries. For example, adjusting hotel structure to develop starred hotel, constructing high-speed rail, and so on. On the other hand, some cities with abundant mineral resources and a developed heavy industry, such as Huaibei, Huainan, Tongling, and Ma'anshan, consume more petroleum and mineral energy. In addition, the lower productive efficiency will also result in serious pollution. Therefore, the ecological sustainability of these cities is at an obviously low level. Especially, the location of Tongling is similar to Anqing and Xuancheng, but its ecological sustainability level is lower than them. Hence, we can infer that the heavy industry in cities has a significant negative impact on ecological sustainability. These cities need to attach importance to the innovation and development of energy-saving, environmental protection, and bioenergy technologies, and implement rational planning and adjustments for the layout of the secondary industries to reduce the output of by-products that have negative effects on the ecosystem, and further realize green industrial production with high technology, high efficiency, low pollution, and low consumption.
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cities with abundant mineral resources and a developed heavy industry, such as Huaibei, Huainan, Tongling, and Ma'anshan, consume more petroleum and mineral energy. In addition, the lower productive efficiency will also result in serious pollution. Therefore, the ecological sustainability of these cities is at an obviously low level. Especially, the location of Tongling is similar to Anqing and Xuancheng, but its ecological sustainability level is lower than them. Hence, we can infer that the heavy industry in cities has a significant negative impact on ecological sustainability. These cities need to attach importance to the innovation and development of energy-saving, environmental protection, and bioenergy technologies, and implement rational planning and adjustments for the layout of the secondary industries to reduce the output of by-products that have negative effects on the ecosystem, and further realize green industrial production with high technology, high efficiency, low pollution, and low consumption. 
Conclusions
In this study, we present a modified TOPSIS based on grey relational analysis to evaluate the urban sustainability. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. (1) Based on the existing urban sustainability theory and the concept of urban sustainability, an evaluation index system for urban sustainability is established with consideration of the total quantity, quality, and efficiency of economic, social, and ecological development. This evaluation index system is human-centered and can provide a comprehensive evaluation for urban sustainable development. (2) One modified evaluation method of urban sustainability is proposed to rank the sustainability level of cities. In this method, the entropy method is used to determine the weight of each index based on its evaluation score and the grey relation analysis is used to decrease the uncertainty existing in the evaluation process. (3) A case concerning the sustainability evaluation of 16 cities in Anhui province is presented. The results show that the sustainability of Hefei is the best of 16 cities, 
In this study, we present a modified TOPSIS based on grey relational analysis to evaluate the urban sustainability. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. (1) Based on the existing urban sustainability theory and the concept of urban sustainability, an evaluation index system for urban sustainability is established with consideration of the total quantity, quality, and efficiency of economic, social, and ecological development. This evaluation index system is human-centered and can provide a comprehensive evaluation for urban sustainable development. (2) One modified evaluation method of urban sustainability is proposed to rank the sustainability level of cities. In this method, the entropy method is used to determine the weight of each index based on its evaluation score and the grey relation analysis is used to decrease the uncertainty existing in the evaluation process. (3) A case concerning the sustainability evaluation of 16 cities in Anhui province is presented. The results show that the sustainability of Hefei is the best of 16 cities, and its sustainable economic and social development are both better than the others. However, with respect to ecological dimensions, Huangshan city has the highest sustainability level among them. These results can provide related agents with suggestions and decision supports for urban sustainable development of Anhui province.
The evaluation method in this paper fully uses the objective statistical data of the economy, society, and environment, but it does not consider their interactions. Generally, the economic, social, and ecological development of one city interacts with each other. Therefore, we will continue to improve the evaluation method considering the interactions of economic, social, and ecological sustainable development in the future. 
